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“How does a person go broke?  
Gradually, then suddenly”  

Ernest Hemingway



“How does a person go broke?  
Gradually, then suddenly”  

Ernest Hemingway

How will broadband reach everyone on the globe?  
Gradually, then suddenly



Urbanization will drive connectivity which drives 
productivity which drives innovation which drives 
transformation which drives sustainable growth



Broadband like Air. Water. Electricity.

Twitter: @gleonhard
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A very challenging paradigm shift

Telecom

Telecom



Interdependence is the key to building 
broadband demand - and to monetizing it

Image  via Tiffany Shlain: Connected the Movie
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Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Products ➲ Services ➲ Software or Content ➲ Experiences



Data is the new oil, broadband is the 
pipeline, mobile devices are the cars

Video via IBM on IoT (Youtube)



Total digitization and ubiquitous connectivity will require 
new norms, rules and markets, and new social contracts



“Today more than 11 billion sensors are attached to natural resources, production lines, the 
electricity grid, logistics networks and recycling flows, and implanted in homes, offices, stores 

and vehicles, feeding big data into the Internet of Things. By 2020 at least 50 billion sensors 
will connect to it. Cisco By 2022, the private sector productivity gains wrought by the Internet 

of Things will exceed $14 trillion (Cisco). GE estimates that productivity advances from the 
Internet of Things could affect half the global economy by 2025.” (Jeremy Rifkin, NYT)



Broadband Internet of Everything Everywhere Everyone



Social Local Mobile Cloud OTTVideo 
BigData IoT M2M AI (list goes on)

Telecom & ICT



BRICs CIVETS MINTS connectivity & digitization: expect leaps!

Twitter: @gleonhard

Some 3 Billion consumers / users from the so-called 
developing world will enter the middle class by 2030 



Smart devices are becoming dramatically cheaper, access must follow!



The business, culture and politics of broadband is changing



Communications  
(Voice, Data, M2M) 

Internet of Things / IoE 
Mobile / Digital Money 

Content, Media and 
Entertainment 

Education 
Health / Medical 
Big Data and AI 

Robotics / Smart Machines 



Digital money is a certainty; the 2 Billion ‘unbanked’ join via mobile

Image via Techcrunch



Wearable computing will probably become as common as smart phones
Moto 360 Android / Google



Massive global broadband growth will not just come from 
the incumbent providers: game changers are imminent

Video via IBM on IoT (Youtube)

Via MIT Technology Review (yesterday)





In the meantime, supporting everything and anything 
that makes Internet access possible is a good idea!



…and give access to airwaves where available



Telecom’s traditional, infrastructure-centric business 
model is quickly heading for irrelevance (not if but when)



WhatsApp Shows How Phone Carriers Lost Out on $33 Billion   
Free social-messaging applications like WhatsApp cost phone providers around the world $32.5 
billion in texting fees in 2013, according to research from Ovum Ltd. That figure is projected to 
reach $54 billion by 2016. The deal values each of its 450 million active monthly users at $42. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-21/whatsapp-shows-how-phone-carriers-lost-out-on-33-billion.html

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-21/whatsapp-shows-how-phone-carriers-lost-out-on-33-billion.html


In less than 2 years  
Social Media-Telecom-Broadcasters

Facebook is paying more than double its annual revenue for a chat 
program that has little revenue. The purchase price is slightly more than 
the market value of Sony Corp. "Facebook is the leading global social-
sharing utility. Now, it has a significant opportunity to be the leading 
global communications utility," RBC Capital Markets said in a note.



“Identifying viable new operating and financing models”



Focus on harnessing convergence & network effects



Broadband should not just grow GDP but also GNH

Inclusion Access Collaboration



We will also need to think about how to ensure a balanced 
‘broadband lifestyle’ i.e. to remain human and connected



Machine Thinking



Sustainable broadband transformation: 
co-create new Ecosystems!



Thanks for your attention!
@gleonhard


